This section contains a few different items that help your organization get
prepared for winter. Calibration is one of these items but it is such a large
section that we have separated it out of here and gave it its own section.
There may be other things that the audience can suggest that helps them
prepare for winter. This section can always be expanded to include more
about winter prep.
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When the leaves change color you better have your plan in place.
Progressive organizations review and update their plan each year.
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Communicate the basic concepts of your winter maintenance plan to your
customers. By managing their expectations upfront you can avoid some calls
and questions during the event.
Many ways to get the word out:
Billboards
Website
Flyers in utility bills
Newspaper
Cable tv channel
Radio
Road signs
State and county fairs
Community festivals
Town meetings
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The winter maintenance plan is only as good as your crew is at implementing
it. Take time to get them involved in updating and implementing the plan. If
they buy into the plan and if they understand the plan you have a much better
chance that they will implement the plan during the snow event.
Many ways to educate the crew:
Shop meetings
Getting ready for winter training
Posters in shop/lunchroom/locker room
Website
Printed copy of the winter maintenance plan
Training on the plan
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Give example of 2 organizations that had similar accidents. Both went to court
The one that had the winter maintenance plan and could prove that they were
following it was held harmless. It is not possible to be everywhere at once.
We need to prioritize our routes, staff and trucks and do the most critical first.
If it goes to court you can prove that you were offering the best service to the
travelling public.
You can give other examples of court cases won by having a policy and
documentation to back it up
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Think about what you can implement in your plan that can help reduce salt use
there are many ways to do this.
For example:
Level of service, make sure to have different level of service standards for
different areas. Make sure the crew knows what they are. Make sure crew
doesn’t give higher level of service. Everyone wants to do the best job
possible but sometimes by doing the best job it involves more salt. The level
of service is design with public safety in mind so if we can hold to that level of
service and not exceed it by using extra salt we have done our job in the best
way possible.
It may be time to re-evaluate the level of service for areas. Does a dead end
road need bare pavement? Maybe not but bare intersections ? Probably
Call outs, the earlier we can get out and plow the less the snow and ice will
become compacted. Without compaction we can use less salt. So look at
your call outs and see if you can move them up. For example move a 3 inch
call out up to a 2 inch call out.
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Each driver should know their route, how many lane miles they plow and how
many they apply material to.
If the driver knows this they should be able to calculate how much salt they
need. It is a good cross check for them and the equipment to make sure
everything is operating properly.
For example if the route is 20 lane miles and they salt 4 miles of it. If the
application rate is 300 lbs/mile they should have used about 1,200 pounds of
salt. If the truck is half empty…something is wrong..
Knowledge is power and leads to more effective winter maintenance
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Blowing drifting areas get special attention. These areas should be
documented for your organization and you should be working to get temporary
or living snow fences installed.
Training for the driver is important too. Often times it is better to not anti-icing
or salt these stretches and just let the snow blow across the road.
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ftp//ftp-fc.sc.egov.usda.gov/mi
Link to MI snow fence guidance
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http://www.dot.state.mn.us/environment/livingsnowfence/design.html
MN snowfence website. Helpful in determine location and dimensions of living
and structural snow fences.
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